
SAMPLE OF CV WRITING AS A TEACHER

Learn how to write a perfect Teacher CV and use our Teaching CV Template to write your own! Discover how to
highlight your teaching skills and experience.

Let us know in the comments section below! Check out our teaching skills infographic. How do you make a
teacher CV for a first job? You want to mix up the words you use to describe your skills, especially the
adjectives such as good or excellent. If you have experience with extracurricular activities, be sure to include it
on your resume. As a result, though, teaching can be quite a competitive profession â€” especially in countries
where the supply of educators outweighs the demand. For example, you can list jobs that utilized similar
skills, such as leadership, instruction, communication, conflict resolution, or public speaking. This should be
an extremely short paragraph. By starting your CV with a profile that outlines your teaching skills, subject
knowledge and age group specialism, you will get over the first hurdle of grabbing recruiters' attention.
Brainstorm everything that you might want to put on your resumeâ€”you can weed through it later to pick the
most relevant information. But there are some key resume tips that all teachers should consider when writing a
resume. Formatting can make your CV easier for prospective employers to skim and determine that you are
the right candidate for an available position. Keep it interesting When you work on your resume, make sure to
review it to ensure it does not become repetitive. Header, professional summary, skills, work experience, and
education. You might not have direct experience, but you have transferable skills that can help you secure a
job in education. Do you have any other CV tips? Teaching Assistant If you are just starting out, or you are a
student teacher about to finish your training, then you will need to take a slightly different approach to your
CV. Spend time finding different ways to discuss your teaching methods or disciplinary skills for each
position. In addition, I coach junior varsity soccer and volunteer as a tutor after school. Customizing your
resume to the job ad will increase your chances of having your resume pass through the ATS and read by a
human recruiter. Are you creating a substitute teacher resume, an elementary teacher resume, a teacher
assistant resume, a preschool teacher resume, or a high school teacher resume? One way to do this is to
include a link to your personal webpage or your LinkedIn profile. This document allows skilled professionals
to describe their growth and development over the course of their training and careers. Good luck with your
job hunt!


